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Abstract

The transcription factor FoxP2 is involved in setting up the neuronal circuitry for vocal

learning in mammals and birds and is thought to have played a special role in the evolu-

tion of human speech and language. It has been shown that an allele with a humanized

version of the murine Foxp2 gene changes the ultrasonic vocalization of mouse pups

compared to pups of the wild-type inbred strain. Here we tested if this humanized

allele would also affect the ultrasonic vocalization of adult female and male mice. In a

previous study, in which only male vocalization was considered and the mice were

recorded under a restricted spatial and temporal regime, no difference in adult vocali-

zation between genotypes was found. Here, we use a different test paradigm in which

both female and male vocalizations are recorded in extended social contact. We found

differences in temporal, spectral and syntactical parameters between the genotypes in

both sexes, and between sexes. Mice carrying the humanized Foxp2 allele were using

higher frequencies and more complex syllable types than mice of the corresponding

wildtype inbred strain. Our results support the notion that the humanized Foxp2 allele

has a differential effect on mouse ultrasonic vocalization. As mice carrying the human-

ized version of the Foxp2 gene show effects opposite to those of mice carrying

disrupted or mutated alleles of this gene, we conclude that this mouse line represents

an important model for the study of human speech and language evolution.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A notable feature of humans is the capability for vocal learning, that

is, to develop speech and language. Vocal learning is also well-known

for many bird and some mammal species, including cetaceans, pinni-

peds, and bats.1–5 However, in none of these species a complex lan-

guage is formed.

One gene that is considered to have played an important role in

human speech and language acquisition is the transcription factor

Forkhead BoxP2, FoxP2.6 During the development of the mammalian

brain, FoxP2 is expressed in the deep layers of the cortex, medium spiny

neurons of the basal ganglia and parts of the thalamus.7,8 These neu-

rons belong to brain circuits involved in the acquisition of motor skills

and coordination, in procedural learning and sensory-motor integration.
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Additionally, these brain circuits are crucial for the complex orofacial

and laryngeal movements required during sound production.9,10 Muta-

tions or lowered expression levels of FoxP2 are connected to language

and speech disorders in humans11 and hinder specification of learned

songs in birds.6,12 In bats, FoxP2 also seems to play a role in vocal pro-

duction learning4 and echolocation,13,14 although no functional studies

have been conducted yet to confirm found correlations.

FoxP2 belongs to the most conserved genes in vertebrates.

Between the human and the mouse gene, there are only three amino

acid substitutions.15 Two of these substitutions appeared after the

split of humans and chimpanzees and it has been suggested that they

underwent positive selection due to their effect on human speech

and language.16–18 However, this interpretation has been questioned

based on the analysis of larger population samples.19 Still, given the

otherwise high degree of conservation of the respective substitutions,

it is valid to analyze their possible functional role in a mouse model.

Female and male mice use complex ultrasonic vocalization (USV)

in different contexts.20–24 Mouse USV is composed of single vocal

elements (syllables) arranged in non-random sequences, so-called

songs.25 Structural and temporal characteristics differ between indi-

viduals, populations, and laboratory strains, and according to an ani-

mal's age, sex, and social experience.26–30 Deafening and cross-

fostering studies suggest that most of the spectral features of USV

are rather genetically inherited than learned.31,32 Other studies found

however that auditory feedback might be needed to maintain certain

features of the mouse song and that mice have neuroanatomical fea-

tures thought to be unique to humans and song-learning birds.27,33

Foxp2 plays an important role in vocalization and motor abilities

in mice. Mouse pups with a disruption or mutation of the Foxp2 gene

emit USV calls at lower rates and, in heterozygous individuals of some

mutant strains, at lower amplitudes and/or with changed call dura-

tions.34 Homozygous individuals additionally suffer from severe motor

impairment and die prematurely.35,36 Consequently, the majority of

studies has focused on pup USV.34 Heterozygous mice of these

mutant strains, however, can survive to adulthood. Adult male mice

heterozygous for a Foxp2-knockout emit less USV calls, have a differ-

ent syllable repertoire, and use an irregular rhythmic structure com-

pared to their wildtype littermates.37 Male mice heterozygous for

different Foxp2-mutations have a syllable repertoire similar to wil-

dtype strains.38,39 However, depending on the type of mutation and

the social context, they change the emission of complex syllable

types38,39 and show a reduced syntax complexity.38

Another interesting mouse model to study the influence of Foxp2

on sound production and vocal learning is carrying the humanized

allele of the murine Foxp2 gene, Foxp2hum/hum.40 Mice carrying this

gene are generally healthy and live to adulthood, but show some

neuromorphological, neurochemical and neurophysiological abnormal-

ities as well as behavioral differences, including accelerated learning.

Foxp2hum/hum pups emit USV calls in a similar number and duration,

however with lower mean peak frequencies as compared to their wil-

dtype littermates, Foxp2+/+.40–43

Despite all these effects of the Foxp2hum/hum on pup vocalization

and behavior, as well as on adult learning and physiology, a previous

study on adult vocalization found almost no difference between

Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice.44 It appears, however, that the

approach used to obtain the USV recordings may have concealed

actual differences. Hammerschmidt and colleagues conducted short

recordings of pairs of mice in direct physical encounters, where pairs

consisted of females and males of the same and of different geno-

types (see Figure 1A in44). However, recorded USVs were not differ-

entiated by sex and possible female vocalizations were not

considered. It has been shown for many different strains and

populations of mice that not only male but also female mice emit

USV, in both same-sex and different-sex interactions and, depending

on the context, in higher or lower numbers than males.20–22,30,45–50 If,

as can be expected and has been shown in the present study, female

Foxp2hum/hum mice emit USV, the true differences between genotypes

might have been masked in this way in the study by Hammerschmidt

et al.44 Another potential methodological constraint concerns the

length of the recordings. In our previous studies of wildtype mice, we

developed a scheme for extended recordings (12 hours; see also30), as

this seems more natural than the standard stimulus-induced short

recording times (2–5 min).

Here, we recorded and compared the USV of adult female and

male Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice for a full night, taking care to

record the vocalizations of female and male mice separately while

they were allowed to have olfactory and auditory contact. We present

and discuss the results of our analyses of temporal, spectral and syn-

tactical characteristics of recorded USV.

2 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals and housing

The animals used in this study were obtained from the Max Planck

Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig, Germany). We used

animals homozygous for the humanized Foxp2 gene (Foxp2hum/hum,

derived from the Bl6 ES cell 5H10, as described in40) and the

corresponding C57BL/6 mice homozygous for the wildtype murine

Foxp2 gene (Foxp2+/+). These lines were originally generated by

Ozgene (Bentley, Australia) from two C57BL/6 embryonic stem-cell

clones. The Foxp2hum allele is characterized by two particular

nucleotide-substitutions in exon seven of the Foxp2 gene.40

We recorded initially from a group of 32 mature virgin mice of

age 10–16 weeks, eight female and eight male Foxp2hum/hum mice, and

eight female and eight male Foxp2+/+ mice (Table 1). However, after

the completion of this dataset, we were notified that due to a back-

cross during the generation of the Foxp2hum/hum line (to a wildtype

C57BL/6, Harlan Laboratories), a deletion of the gene SNCA (alpha-

synuclein) has inadvertently segregated into this line. As we had not

genotyped the initial 32 mice used in the comparison of Foxp2hum/hum

and Foxp2+/+ mice for the SNCA locus, we could not exclude a poten-

tial influence of the SNCA deletion on USV production. We thus gen-

otyped additional Foxp2hum/hum mice for the SNCA locus and used

them for a second group of recordings. In this group we recorded

32 mature virgin mice of age 10–16 weeks, eight female and eight

male Foxp2hum/hum-SNCADel mice (carrying the deletion of the SNCA
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locus), and eight female and eight male Foxp2hum/hum-SNCAwt mice (not

carrying the deletion of the SNCA locus; Table 2) to assess a possible

influence of the SNCA deletion on the USV pattern. In the following,

we will use the terms Foxp2-Comparison and SNCA-Comparison to

distinguish between the two datasets. Whenever not specified,

methods were the same for both comparisons.

All mice were housed in family groups with one to four of their lit-

termates (separated by sex) in one room under controlled standard con-

ditions with a 12 h/12 h dark/light cycle (lights on at 0700 h). Mice

were kept in standard laboratory cages (Type IV Bioscape, Germany),

equipped with bedding material and environmental enrichment

(cardboard box, paper stripes, wood wool, running plate). Standard diet

(Altromin, Germany) and water was presented at libitum.

Different genotypes were kept in the same room, but, as ultra-

sonic sounds attenuate fast and thus do not travel far, events in which

mice from one genotype could overhear USV of mice of another

genotype would be extremely rare and if so, only faint. Further, it has

been shown that mouse song is mostly innate and seems to be little

influenced by learning.32,51 Considering the unlikely possibility that

the genotypes in our current study would influence the others' USV,

most likely the USV of the two genotypes would be more similar and

any differences we find would thus rather be an underestimation of

the real differences found under strict auditory separation.

2.2 | SNCA genotyping

To identify the genotype Foxp2hum/hum-SNCAwt or Foxp2hum/hum-SNCADel,

we used specific primers to amplify the mouse SNCA exon 6: forward

50-AAGACTATGAGCCTGAAGCCTAAG-30 , reverse: 50-AGTGTGAAG

CCACAACAATATCC-30; 266-bp fragment) and to detect the SNCA

deletion, we used the following primers: forward 50-AGTTCCA

F IGURE 1 (A) Scheme of recordings of the Foxp2- and the SNCA-Comparison. Each one female and one male mouse of the same genotype
were recorded in a setup that allowed sensory interaction between them through a grid, but a separate recording of their USV by having one
microphone per side of the setup. For details of the setup of the Foxp2-Comparison see Figure S1; for details of the setup of the
SNCAComparison see Figure 1 in.30 (B) Spectrograms of the 12 syllable types use for statistical analysis. For an explanation of abbreviations see
Table 3 and Method section Song and syllable parameters
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CTGTTCTGGCCAT-30 and reverse 50-GTAACAATACAGCAAGAGAT

AC-30 (174-bp fragment). DNA were extracted from ear clips. The

primers (10 μM) were used in a standard PCR (95�C–30 s, 58�C–30 s,

72�C–30 s cycle 35) and the resulting fragments were resolved by

1,5% agarose gel-electrophoresis. The expected fragment sizes for

WT were 266 bp, for the deletion 176 bp. Animals homozygous for

the WT allele or the deletion allele were used for the SNCA-

Comparison recordings.

2.3 | USV recording

Recordings for the Foxp2-Comparison were conducted in two

custom-made wooden boxes (each measuring 110 � 50 � 50 cm;

Figure S1) placed inside the experimental room. To reduce reverbera-

tions and disturbances from outside, the inner walls of the boxes were

faced with black acoustic foam. Each box was separated into two

recording compartments by a wall of gray PVC. Two openings inside

TABLE 1 Overview of mice recorded
to test the influence of the humanized
Foxp2 gene. For each individual the sex
and number of songs and syllables
emitted during the full period of
recording are given

Foxp2hum/hum Foxp2+/+

Mouse Sex Songs Syllables Mouse Sex Songs Syllables

hum-F-1 f 57 528 mus-F-1 f 35 167

hum-F-2 f 35 122 mus-F-2 f 37 208

hum-F-3 f 108 641 mus-F-3 f 51 207

hum-F-4 f 34 243 mus-F-4 f 58 421

hum-F-5 f 6 71 mus-F-5 f 37 154

hum-F-6 f 8 11 mus-F-6 f 57 392

hum-F-7 f 0 0 mus-F-7 f 41 343

hum-F-8 f 40 148 mus-F-8 f 34 288

hum-M-1 m 56 328 mus-M-1 m 38 260

hum-M-2 m 2 12 mus-M-2 m 38 285

hum-M-3 m 44 196 mus-M-3 m 41 365

hum-M-4 m 37 288 mus-M-4 m 34 209

hum-M-5 m 32 109 mus-M-5 m 76 673

hum-M-6 m 36 288 mus-M-6 m 51 240

hum-M-7 m 3 3 mus-M-7 m 46 367

hum-M-8 m 0 0 mus-M-8 m 37 404

Total 16 498 2988 total 16 711 4983

TABLE 2 Overview of mice recorded
to test the influence of the SNCA-
deletion. For each individual the sex and
number of songs and syllables emitted
during the full period of recording are

given

Foxp2hum/hum-SNCADel Foxp2hum/hum-SNCAwt

mouse Sex Songs Syllables Mouse Sex Songs Syllables

SNCA_D1F1 f 70 770 SNCA_N1F1 f 51 97

SNCA_D2F1 f 76 312 SNCA_N2F1 f 43 79

SNCA_D3F1 f 87 765 SNCA_N3F1 f 69 574

SNCA_D4F1 f 73 393 SNCA_N4F1 f 71 482

SNCA_D5F1 f 101 1183 SNCA_N5F1 f 77 528

SNCA_D6F1 f 72 599 SNCA_N6F1 f 68 453

SNCA_D7F1 f 36 104 SNCA_N7F1 f 74 616

SNCA_D8F1 f 71 291 SNCA_N8F1 f 76 465

SNCA_D1M1 m 64 722 SNCA_N1M1 m 11 18

SNCA_D2M1 m 83 610 SNCA_N2M1 m 12 33

SNCA_D3M1 m 72 328 SNCA_N3M1 m 41 311

SNCA_D4M1 m 57 160 SNCA_N4M1 m 70 480

SNCA_D5M1 m 69 559 SNCA_N5M1 m 58 253

SNCA_D6M1 m 68 629 SNCA_N6M1 m 61 420

SNCA_D7M1 m 60 139 SNCA_N7M1 m 79 381

SNCA_D8M1 m 61 242 SNCA_N8M1 m 68 428

Total 16 1120 7806 16 929 5618
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this wall (contact windows, each measuring 20 cm in length and 2 cm

in height and 2 cm above the ground of the box) enabled the mice in

the two compartments of each box to have visual, olfactory, and

acoustic contact, similar as described in von Merten et al.30 These

contact windows could be closed, e.g., during the habituation time of

mice. In each compartment a commercial pet cage for mice

(38 � 23 � 20 cm) was placed directly next to the separating wall.

Mice housed in the room were acoustically separated from the experi-

mental mice by the recording boxes.

For logistic reasons, recordings for the SNCA-Comparison were

conducted in another type of setup, which we had used before in other

recordings (see Figure 1 in30). This setup was only slightly larger (each

mouse had 60 � 25 cm of floor space) and, similarly to the other setup,

two pairs of mice were recorded at the same time. However, the wall of

this setup was made from PVC walls that were not lined with acoustic

foam. The possibly resulting echoes can overlap with the actual call,

with a small temporal delay, which can lead to the calls appearing

slightly longer and with an elevated amplitude in the recordings. These

differences in recording setups do not allow a direct comparison of the

obtained data, which were consequently analyzed separately.

In all recordings, one ultrasonic microphone (condenser ultra-

sound microphone CM16/CMPA, Avisoft Bioacoustics, Germany) was

attached inside each recording compartment, in a central position

25 cm above the bottom of the respective cage/recording chamber.

Microphones were connected to a multi-channel recording device

(Avisoft UltraSoundGate 416Hm, 4-channel, operational up to

4 � 500 kHz). Recordings were made with a sampling rate of 500 kHz

and a depth of 16bit (software: Avisoft USGH recorder) using the

“whistle tracking” option to automatically detect and record mouse

USV. Recordings were triggered by whistle-like calls ranging between

20 and 250 kHz and lasting at least 8 ms. To make sure the whole

USV element was recorded, a pre-trigger of 1 ms was activated and

the recording event lasted until 1 s after the last automatically

detected sound.

2.4 | Recording schedule

Two days before a new recording session started, all recording cages/

compartments were prepared with fresh bedding, a cardboard box,

paper strips, food, and water. The four mice to be recorded in two

pairs in the respective recording session were then individually intro-

duced into these cages/compartments for habituation (Figure 1A).

During this time, the contact windows were closed not allowing con-

tact between mice. After habituation, the contact windows between

the two members of each recording pair were opened and recordings

started at 19:00 h (time of lights off) and lasted until 07:00 h on the

next morning (lights on). Mice were thus recorded during the night,

that is, including their periods of highest activity (see Figure S2 for

vocal activity during the night).

Recording partners, the two mice in neighboring compartments,

were always a male and a female mouse of the same genotype, that

were unfamiliar to each other. In the days before recordings, male

bedding was added to female cages to induce the estrus cycle of

females. Estrus state of recorded females was not checked, as it was

shown that this has no influence on male USV.52

Visual observation of the recorded vocalizations suggested a few

possible simultaneous recordings in neighboring compartments. All

such potential double recordings were detected by a custom script

(by Bernhard Haubold, MPI for Evolutionary Biology) and not used for

analysis.

2.5 | Sound analysis

For analysis of all recordings, the frequency-time course of the USV was

extracted and a range of song and syllable parameters were calculated.

We define a syllable as a single acoustic unit separated from other such

units by at least 15 ms of silence, and song as a sequence of syllables,

separated from other such syllable sequences by at least 500 ms of

silence. We chose the respective time intervals after scrutinized visual

and acoustic (slowed down 3�) inspection of many of the current

recordings by two researchers experienced with mouse USV (SVM, SH).

We extracted the time-frequency course of each syllable semi-

automatically using Selena (Department of Animal Physiology, Univer-

sity of Tübingen, Germany). For this purpose, recordings were dis-

played as color spectrograms using 1024 kHz Fast Fourier

Transformation (FFT). These spectrograms were then enlarged to

4096 points, improving the spectral reading accuracy to 60 Hz. The

frequency-time course of each single syllable was tracked by the soft-

ware by marking the screen pixel with highest amplitude for each

instantaneous FFT. Each of these markings was then checked visually

and corrected manually if necessary. Afterwards, time, frequency and

amplitude of each marked pixel were exported to a csv-file.

These csv-files were used to calculate several song and syllable

parameters, using a custom-written MATLAB script (SVM, SH). For

each individual we calculated the number of songs; for each song the

number of syllables, its duration, and syllables per second (calculated

per song, thus not considering the silence between songs); for each

syllable the average, start, and minimum frequency, its frequency

bandwidth, duration, and frequency slope. The average frequency of

syllables was calculated as the centre of gravity (COG), a weighted

average, where the relative amplitude of each frequency is taken into

account. It is calculated as

COG¼
Xn

i¼1

Ferq� Ampliþ100ð Þð Þ �
Xn

i¼1

Ampliþ100ð Þ

where n is the number of frequency-amplitude pairs in each syllable,

Freqi and Ampli are the values for frequency and amplitude at i. In this

model, frequency values with high relative amplitudes have a bigger

influence on the average than frequency values with low relative

amplitudes.

Based on these calculations, syllables were first assigned to 17 syl-

lable types (Table S1), depending on their frequency slope and the

existence of turning points and jumps. Syllable types were chosen
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based on findings of Holy & Guo25 and correspond to our previous

work.21,30 All syllable types can be grouped in three syllable groups:

simple syllables (S), turn syllables (T) and jump syllables (J). Simple syl-

lables are syllables without any frequency jumps or turning points that

are either flat (SFL), upward frequency modulated (SUP) or downward

frequency modulated (SDN), with modulations of at least 0.05 kHz

per ms. Turn syllables are syllables with one or more turns of the

direction of the frequency modulation, and are, depending on their

spectrographic shape, further split into U-shaped syllables (turn-

down-up TDU), inverse U-shaped syllables (turn-up-down TUD) and

syllables with more than one turning point (TRS). Jump syllables con-

tain one or more sudden frequency jumps with an at least 12 kHz

change in less than four instantaneous FFT bins. Depending on the

number and position of these jumps within the syllable, jump-syllables

were sub-categorized. Syllables with one frequency jump were

grouped into syllable types with one jump to a higher or lower fre-

quency occurring in either the first (jump-early-up JEU, jump-early-

down JED) or the second half (jump-late-up JLU, and jump-late-down

JLD) of the syllable. Syllables with two frequency jumps were grouped

into syllable types with two jumps occurring in either the first (jump-

early-two JET) or the second half (jump-late-two JLT) of the syllable,

syllable types with one jump up in each half of the syllable (jump-up-

up JUU) or with one jump down in each half of the syllable (JDD

jump-down-down), and syllable types with one jump up and one jump

down in either the first or second half of the syllable respectively

(jump-up-down JUD, jump-down-up JDU). All syllables with more

than two jumps were classed into the remaining category (jumps JPS).

Syllables with two frequency jumps were rarely observed (Table S1)

and we thus had to group them into a higher class (two jumps JTO)

for statistical analysis, resulting in 12 syllable types (Table 3,

Figure 1B). To analyze the correlation between frequency bandwidth

and number of jumps in syllables as well as for the visualization of the

syntax analysis we used the three syllable groups (S, T, and J) instead

of the 12 syllable types.

For some syllables, the assignment to one of the abovementioned

syllable types was not possible, as their shape was not traceable at all.

Such unstructured syllables have been described before.53 Here, they

were rare but observed in both genotypes. Due to their shape, it was

not possible to extract their time-frequency course as it was done

with other syllable types. Instead, start, stop, minimum and maximum

frequency were marked and extracted. A possible explanation for

these unstructured syllables might be found in the reported ongoing

hearing loss of the C57BL/6 strain.54,55 Deafening studies like that of

Arriaga et al. found syllables with less spectral purity in the vocal rep-

ertoire of deafened mice.33 Although it is reported that the hearing

loss in the C57BL/6 strain usually sets on at the age of about

12 months,55 it might be possible that already before this critical age

(our mice were 10–16 weeks old), hearing abilities of mice were

already somewhat limited. As statistical analysis did not reveal any dif-

ference between the Foxp2-genotypes, neither in the total amount of

these syllables, nor in their structural measures, these syllables were

not included into further analyses.

2.6 | Data analysis

All statistical analyses were carried out using R 3.4.3 (R56). Obtained

p values were, if needed, corrected applying the Bonferroni correction

TABLE 3 Relative usage of the 12 syllable types used in the final analysis. For each group, the relative usage of syllable types in general
(columns “use”), as a start (“sta”) or as a stop syllable (“sto”)

female Foxp2hum/hum male Foxp2hum/hum female Foxp2+/+ male Foxp2+/+

Type use sta sto use sta sto use sta sto use sta sto

SFL 0.002 0.003 0.007 0.002 0.010 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.006

SUP 0.322 0.354 0.401 0.297 0.314 0.340 0.428 0.426 0.441 0.392 0.424 0.436

SDN 0.090 0.087 0.087 0.094 0.067 0.067 0.112 0.094 0.117 0.091 0.069 0.097

TRS 0.116 0.153 0.129 0.083 0.095 0.096 0.128 0.163 0.123 0.120 0.186 0.142

TUD 0.070 0.076 0.063 0.070 0.086 0.096 0.097 0.126 0.103 0.087 0.080 0.083

TDU 0.047 0.038 0.073 0.042 0.024 0.067 0.040 0.034 0.069 0.049 0.053 0.064

JEU 0.014 0.014 0.003 0.015 0.019 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.008

JED 0.155 0.101 0.098 0.183 0.181 0.153 0.079 0.057 0.063 0.124 0.091 0.100

JLU 0.023 0.021 0.017 0.029 0.043 0.019 0.019 0.031 0.017 0.014 0.014 0.008

JLD 0.067 0.056 0.077 0.066 0.048 0.110 0.043 0.017 0.040 0.051 0.028 0.039

JTOa 0.066 0.059 0.031 0.074 0.057 0.038 0.028 0.029 0.006 0.045 0.036 0.011

JPS 0.028 0.038 0.014 0.045 0.057 0.005 0.012 0.011 0.006 0.016 0.008 0.006

Note: For a detailed description of the different syllable types, see Method section Song and syllable parameters.

Abbreviations: JEU, jump-early-up; JLU, jump-late-up; JED, jump-early-down; JLD, jump-late-down; JET, jump-early-two; JLT, jump-late-two; JUU, jump-

up-up; JUD, jump-up-down; JDU, jump-down-up; JDD, jump-down-down; JTO, two jumps; JPS, more than two jumps; SFL, simple flat; SUP, simple up;

SDN, simple down; TUD, inverted u-shaped turn; TDU, u-shaped turn; TRS, more than one turn.
aThis syllable type contains all initial syllable types with two frequency jumps that had to be merged into this higher class for statistical analysis.
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for multiple testing, using the formula p' = p*k, where p' is the

corrected p value and k is the number of tests used.

2.6.1 | Temporal and structural song and syllable
parameters

Data of mice that had sung at least three songs (see Tables 1 and 2

for the number of songs of the Foxp2- and the SNCA-Comparison,

respectively) was divided in two subsets per comparison, one con-

taining three temporal song properties (song duration, syllables per

song, and syllables per second), the other containing all structural syl-

lable properties (average frequency, start frequency, minimum fre-

quency, frequency bandwidth, duration of syllable, and frequency

slope). The number of songs per individual formed the third data set,

containing data of all mice, including those that had sung less than

three songs. For an overview of the four temporal and six spectral

parameters and their average values per group see Tables S3 and S4

(Foxp2- and SNCA-Comparison).

For all three data sets of both comparisons, we used generalized

linear models (functions lmer and glmmadmb from the R packages

lme4, lmerTest, and glmmADMB) with genotype, sex and their inter-

action as fixed factors and the above-mentioned parameters

(Tables S3 and S4) as response variables. For each response variable,

we chose the best fitting error distribution (confirmed visually with

QQ-Plots), which were gamma for number of songs, syllables per

song, and syllables per second; negative binomial for song duration

and syllable duration; and gaussian for the rest. No data transforma-

tion was necessary. In datasets with more than one value per individ-

ual, we included individual as a random factor.

We found strong differences in frequency bandwidth and number

of jump syllables between the genotypes of the Foxp2-Comparison.

To analyze if those differences were related, we fit an additional gen-

eralized linear model for the response variable frequency bandwidth,

including syllable group as a fixed factor.

An inspection of the data suggested a larger variance in the num-

ber of songs in the Foxp2hum/hum in contrast to the Foxp2+/+ mice of

the Foxp2-Comparison. We thus conducted a Levene's test for homo-

geneity of variance on the number of songs between the two

genotypes.

To distinguish the influence of the different spectral parameters,

including additionally the number of jumps and number of turns in

emitted syllables, on separating the groups and to visualize data, we

ran a linear discriminant function analysis (function lds from the R

package mass) with a combination of genotype and sex as grouping

variable and plotting the first two discriminant functions.

2.6.2 | Syntax analysis

To compare the usage of different syllable types between genotypes

and sexes, we calculated for each group of animals from the

Foxp2-Comparison four probability tables, containing (1) The general

probabilities to emit any of the 12 syllable types in a song; the proba-

bilities to (2) Start or (3) Stop a song with any of the 12 syllable types,

and (4) The probabilities that any of the 12 syllable types follow any

of the 12 syllable types (transition probability). The transition proba-

bility PST from a syllable type S to a syllable type T is calculated as

PST¼ occurrence of transition type S!T
occurrence of any transition type S!X

where S is any of the 12 syllable types, T is any of the 12 syllable

types (including S), and X is either any syllable type (including S and T)

or demarks the end of the sequence. All transition probabilities from

one syllable type, including the ending of the sequence, add up

to one.

We compared the four tables between genotypes and sexes using

Chi-square tests. As the transition probability tables contained several

values similar to zero, we reduced these tables for statistical analysis

by (1) Removing the transitions from and to the syllable type involved

in the least number of transitions (SFL, involved in less than 1% of all

transitions; Table S2); and (2) Joining the transitions from and to the

second and third rarest syllable types involved in transitions (JEU and

JLU, involved in 2 or 3% of transitions respectively; Table S2), which

resulted in transition tables without zeros.

In the next step, we analyzed if mice were arranging syllable types

inside a song simply according to their general probability, or

according to a more complex rule. We generated syllable sequences

using two models, a Probability model (PM) and a Markov model

(MM), and compared those to the recorded syllable sequences. While

PMs use the probabilities of the occurrence of certain syllable types

to generate sequences, MMs use the probabilities of transitions

between certain syllable types57; see above formula for the calcula-

tion of transition probabilities. For both models, we generated 5000

sequences for each group of mice, applying a custom R-script to the

recorded syllable sequences following von Merten et al.30

To generate syllable sequences after the PM, we used the general

probabilities of syllable types to be used by the four groups of mice

(columns “use” in Table 3). To generate syllable sequences after the

MM, we used for each group a start matrix (the table containing the

probabilities to start a sequence with a certain syllable type; columns

“sta” in Table 3) and a transition matrix (containing the probabilities to

transition from one syllable type to another; Table S2). The transition

matrix we used to generate syllable sequences after the MM was the

original table containing all possible transitions, not the one reduced

for statistical analysis (see above). We set the maximum number of

syllables per sequence for each group according to this group's upper

limit of the 95% confidence interval of number of syllables per song

recorded, that is, 22 for female Foxp2hum/hum, 18 for male Foxp2hum/

hum, 21 for female Foxp2+/+, 32 for male Foxp2+/+. Sequences could

end earlier if the algorithm stopped before (see30).

From the generated sequences as well as from the originally

recorded sequences, we calculated the occurrence of syllable-type

doublets (e.g., SUP!SUP or TRS!JPS) and syllable-type triplets

(e.g., SUP!SUP!SDN or TRS!JPS!SUP). As an example, the
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expected probability of occurrence of the triplet TRS!JPS!SUP

would be calculated as pTRS!JPS!SUP = pTRS * pJPS * pSUP after the PM

and as pTRS!JPS!SUP = pTRS
start * pTRS!JPS * pJPS!SUP after the MM.

To compare the fit of the syllable sequences generated by the

two models with the recorded sequences, we calculated the absolute

differences between the values of the respective parameters

(i.e., occurrence of syllable-type doublets, occurrence of syllable-type

triplets) from the generated syllable sequences and the recorded sylla-

ble sequences, summed over syllable types and levels of the respec-

tive parameter. E.g., the fit of the occurrence of syllable-type doublets

as calculated from the PM-generated sequences is calculated as dSUM-

PM =
PPjPM(probability of doublet type) - original(probability of dou-

blet type)j; the fit of the occurrence of syllable type-triplets as calcu-

lated from the MM-generated sequences is calculated as dSUM-

MM =
PPjMM(probability of triplet type) - original(probability of trip-

let type)j.
For a better visualization of transition probabilities, we con-

structed diagrams representing the Markov processes for each group.

As Markov processes with many different states (syllable types, in our

case) are complicated to read, we used the three syllable groups S, T,

and J. The diagrams show the three syllable groups and all possible

transitions between them, as well as the respective probabilities to

start or to end a sequence with a syllable from the respective group.

Please note that for statistical analyses, all 12 syllable types

were used.

3 | RESULTS

We recorded from two groups of 32 mice each, termed the

Foxp2-Comparison (Table 1) and the SNCA-Comparison (Table 2).

The Foxp2-Comparison constitutes the main analysis, in which the

humanized allele of Foxp2 was compared with the murine wildtype

allele of Foxp2. However, due to a backcross issue (see Methods), the

humanized Foxp2 allele was partially linked to an SNCA deletion allele.

The SNCA-Comparison served therefore to assess whether this dele-

tion allele would influence the USV call parameters.

3.1 | Temporal and spectral structure of USV of
Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice

From the 32 mice of the Foxp2-Comparison we recorded 1209 songs,

containing 7971 syllables over the 12 hours of recording. Females and

males contributed almost equally, supporting the notion that both

sexes should be analyzed for USVs.

We found no differences between genotypes or sexes in average

values of temporal parameters (Tables 4 and S3, Figure 2A,B). While

there was no difference in the average number of songs between

genotypes, Foxp2hum/hum mice showed a significantly larger variance in

this parameter than Foxp2+/+ mice (Foxp2hum/hum: mean 31.13, stan-

dard deviation 28.60, coefficient of variance 91.88; Foxp2+/+: 44.44,

11.56, 26.02; Levene's Test: F = 5.16, p = 0.03; Table 1).

Foxp2hum/hum mice emitted USV with significantly higher average

and start frequencies, and larger frequency bandwidths than Foxp2+/+

mice (Figure 2B,C, Table 4). The larger bandwidths are a consequence

of the larger number of jump syllables used by Foxp2hum/hum mice (see

subsection Syllable types and syntax in songs of Foxp2hum/hum and

Foxp2+/+ mice). Jump syllables have a larger bandwidth (mean [stan-

dard deviation]: 26.74 [10.40] kHz) than syllables containing no jumps

(simple: 7.82 [5.72]; turn: 11.75 [6.74]), and hence the more frequent

usage of syllable types with jumps led to a significantly larger band-

width in Foxp2hum/hum as opposed to Foxp2+/+ mice (F = 4269.206,

p < 0.001; Table S5). We found no significant differences between

the genotypes in the minimum frequency, the syllable duration, and

the frequency slope (Table 4).

Female mice emitted USV syllables with smaller frequency band-

widths than male mice (Table 4). As we found no interactive effect of

genotype and sex, found genotype differences can be attributed to

both sexes, and sex differences to both genotypes.

The LDA analysis showed that the number of jump and turn sylla-

bles had the strongest influence on separating the groups (Table 5,

Figure 3).

3.2 | Syllable types and syntax in songs of
Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice

The vocal repertoire was the same for both genotypes, that is, they

shared the same 12 syllable types, with simple upwards modulated

syllables (SUP) being the most common (Table 3, Figure 4). However,

genotypes differed significantly in the usage patterns of these types,

that is, in their general use, in their use as start or stop syllable of a

sequence (Table 6, Figure 4), and in the transitioning probabilities

between syllable types (Table 6, Figure 5; please note that for better

readability, Figure 5 only shows syllable transitions between three syl-

lable groups, while statistical analysis was conducted on all 12 syllable

types). Foxp2hum/hum mice used more complex syllables containing fre-

quency jumps and less simple or turn syllables than Foxp2+/+ mice

(Table 3, Figure 4). The probability of emitting a certain syllable type

in general was also different between the sexes: females used less

jump syllables than males, fitting to the, on average, smaller frequency

bandwidths of their calls (Tables 3 and 6, Figure 4).

To better understand the consequences of the differences in

transitioning patterns between syllable types, we analyzed the occur-

rence of syllable type-doublets and -triplets (Figure 6). The most com-

mon transition type in both genotypes were doublets and triplets

consisting of only SUP, the most common syllable type. However,

Foxp2hum/hum mice additionally used many transitions containing

jumps, mainly using the syllable type JED (jump early down; Figure 6).

For both genotypes and sexes the Markov model (MM) gave a

better fit to the recorded syllable sequences than the Probability

model (PM; Table 7, Figure 6). In both measured parameters, that is,

the occurrence of syllable-type doublets and syllable-type triplets, the

summed absolute differences between the respective values calcu-

lated from the MM generated syllable sequences were smaller than
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those calculated from the PM generated syllable sequences (Table 7,

Figure 6).

3.3 | Temporal and spectral structure of USV of
Foxp2hum/hum mice with SNCA-deletion

From the 32 mice of the SNCA-Comparison we recorded 2049 songs,

containing 13,424 syllables over the 12 hours of recording. The indi-

vidual number of songs per mouse in these 12 hours ranged from

11 (a male Foxp2hum/hum-SNCAwt) up to 101 songs (a female Foxp2hum/

hum-SNCADel) (Table 2). Note that the different number and variance of

calls numbers of the Foxp2- and the SNCA-Comparison was likely

influenced by the different recording setups used (see Material and

Methods section USV recording).

We found no differences in neither temporal nor spectral struc-

ture of songs or syllables between Foxp2hum/hum-SNCADel and Foxp2hum/

hum-SNCAwt mice (Tables 4 and S4). The only significant difference we

found in this data set, was a higher syllable rate in female than male

mice (Tables 4 and S4).

TABLE 4 Results of statistical
analysis for all temporal and spectral
parameters of the Foxp2-Comparison
and the SNCA-Comparison

Foxp2-comparison SNCA-comparison

Parameter Factor(s) F p' t/z p'

Temporal parameters

Number of songs gt 1.301 0.792 �0.925 0.364

sex 0.3968 1.6023 �0.955 0.349

gt*sex 0.3491 1.6788 �0.241 0.812

Syllables per song gt 0.6284 1.2843 1.256 0.209

sex 2.4698 0.3492 1.111 0.267

gt*sex 2.3925 0.3669 �0.356 0.722

Song duration gt 0.1298 1.4374 �0.366 0.718

sex 0.0051 1.886 �0.249 0.805

gt*sex 1.3605 0.441 �0.105 0.918

Syllables per second gt 3.2802 0.0938 0.093 0.926

sex 1.4219 0.3648 2.018 0.044

gt*sex 0.1873 1.3306 0.105 0.917

Spectral parameters

Average frequency gt 10.13 0.0304 1.075 0.293

sex 0.37 4.388 0.175 0.863

gt*sex 0.15 5.64 �0.292 0.772

Start frequency gt 16.39 0.0032 1.321 0.199

sex 1.97 1.3784 0.408 0.687

gt*sex 1.78 1.5464 �0.507 0.616

Minimum frequency gt 1.64 1.6936 1.246 0.226

sex 0.18 5.4024 �0.014 0.989

gt*sex 0.17 5.4392 �0.189 0.851

Frequency bandwidth gt 102.81 <0.0008 �0.97 0.33

sex 46.527 <0.0008 0.22 0.83

gt*sex 3.904 0.4712 �0.15 0.88

Syllable duration gt 0.0002 7.9088 �0.72 0.47

sex 1.3054 2.0264 0.28 0.78

gt*sex 1.8637 1.3776 0.04 0.97

Frequency slope gt 5.2838 0.2384 �0.468 0.644

sex 0.6833 3.328 �0.372 0.714

gt*sex 1.8173 1.5144 �0.136 0.893

Note: The results for each statistical comparison between the effects of genotype (gt), sex and their

interaction (gt*sex) are presented. p values are corrected for multiple testing, significant effects are

printed in bold. For summary statistics all temporal and spectral parameters of the Foxp2-Comparison

and the SNCA-Comparison see Tables S3 and S4, respectively.
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4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Ultrasonic vocalization of mice with a
humanized Foxp2 gene

In this study, we analyzed the ultrasonic vocalization of adult female

and male mice carrying a humanized version of the murine Foxp2 gene

(Foxp2hum/hum), which differs by two amino acid substitutions from the

natural murine Foxp2 (Foxp2+/+). We found significant differences in

the temporal, structural and syntactical composition of USV between

Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice. Foxp2hum/hum mice had a larger vari-

ation in the number of songs emitted by individuals, used syllables

with higher average and starting frequencies, larger frequency band-

widths, and more complex syllables (i.e., containing frequency jumps

or turns) than Foxp2+/+ mice. As syllables containing jumps usually

F IGURE 2 Boxplots showing (A) number of the syllables emitted per each second of song, (B) the number of songs emitted over the whole
night, (C) the average frequency of syllables, and (D) their frequency bandwidth. Groups are: Foxp2-hum F = female Foxp2hum/hum, Foxp2-hum
M = male Foxp2hum/hum, Foxp2-mus F = female Foxp2+/+, Foxp2-mus M = male Foxp2+/+. Result of comparison of the syllables per
second between genotypes is given; all other comparison were non-significant

TABLE 5 Results of the linear discriminant analysis for the
structural data. For each parameter the coefficients of the three linear
discriminants (LD) are given. For each linear discriminant the loading is
given at the bottom

Parameter LD1 LD2 LD3

Average frequency 0.0574 �0.0662 0.0273

Start frequency 0.0324 �0.1185 0.0645

Minumum frequency �0.1507 0.1528 �0.0135

Frequency band �0.0818 �0.0171 0.0063

Syllable duration 0.0271 �0.0156 �0.0120

Frequency slope 0.2004 �0.4018 �0.0943

Number of jumps �0.5526 0.4675 �1.4984

Number of turns �0.3985 0.2629 0.3622

Loadings of discriminant

functions:

0.8844 0.0838 0.0318
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have larger frequency bandwidths, the higher number of syllables con-

taining jumps in Foxp2hum/hum mice explains the larger bandwidths

used by this genotype.

Differences between Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice have

already been found for the innate USV calls of mouse pups.40 Pups

carrying the humanized version of the murine Foxp2 gene and their

F IGURE 3 LDA plot of the first
two linear discriminants for syllable
parameters. Each point represents
one syllable and is colored and
shaped according to genotype and
sex of the singing animal. Ellipses
show the standard deviation for
genotypes. Groups are Foxp2hum/
hum females and males (hum-F: the

letter h, light blue; hum-M: the
letter H, dark blue; standard
deviation: blue ellipse) and
Foxp2+/+ females and males
(mus-F: the letter m, light green;
mus-M: the letter H, dark green;
standard deviation: green ellipse).
The loading of each linear
discriminant function is given as
percentage at the respective axis

F IGURE 4 Probability of the four groups to use any of the 12 syllable types. The three panels show the probability to use syllable types (A) in
general, (B) as start or (C) as stop syllable of a sequence of syllables. Groups are: hum-F = female Foxp2hum/hum, hum-M = male Foxp2hum/
hum, mus-F = female Foxp2+/+, mus-M = male Foxp2+/+. Syllable types are labeled with abbreviations that are further explained in Table 3
and Method section Song and syllable parameters
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wildtype littermates emit typical isolation calls, but Foxp2hum/hum pups

used significantly lower average calling frequencies (74 ± 0.75 kHz)

than Foxp2+/+ pups (78 ± 0.76 kHz; see Supplemental Table S7 in40).

In contrast, we found higher calling frequencies in adult Foxp2hum/hum

mice. As isolation calls of pups and USV of adult mice serve a different

purpose and might ontologically not be related, these differences are

not contradictory.

Our results are partly in contrast to those published by

Hammerschmidt et al.44 They had recorded adult mice of the same

strains, but found almost no difference between the genotypes in any

of the tested USV parameters. However, in one of their analyses they

found a hint that Foxp2hum/hum mice produced syllables with slightly

more pronounced frequency jumps and a slightly earlier frequency

maximum than Foxp2+/+ mice. Interestingly, this tendency coincides

with our result that both female and male Foxp2hum/hum mice emitted

more jump syllables.

There were some methodological differences between the earlier

and our current study that seem important to be discussed in detail. In

contrast to our study, Hammerschmidt et al.44 had recorded female

and male mice, of the same and different genotypes, together.

Female mice of different strains, including the current ones, have been

shown to vocalize in many contexts (Venerosi et al.49; Moles et al. 22;

Hammerschmidt et al.20; von Merten etal.30; Hoier et al.21; Warren

et al.50; the current study) including mating.48 By recording different

genotypes together, some of the recordings likely contained a mix of

USV from Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice, thus masking the true dif-

ferences between genotypes. Further, Hammerschmidt et al.44 had

recorded USV for only 2 min. This short duration was chosen due to

TABLE 6 Results of the syntax
analysis, showing the comparison of the
usage of the 12 syllable types between
genotypes and between sexes

genotype sex

Chi2 df p' Chi2 df p'

General syllable usage 226.47 11 <0.001 27.08 11 0.004

Usage as start syllable 55.88 11 <0.001 12.99 11 0. 294

Usage as stop syllable 35.59 11 <0.001 8.05 11 0.709

Syllable transitions 413.76 99 <0.001 115.96 99 0.234

Note: Significant results, printed in bold, indicate that the probability to use a certain syllable type, to

start or stop a sequence with a certain syllable type, or to use a certain syllable type transition differed

between the tested groups. p values are corrected for multiple testing.

F IGURE 5 Transition
probabilities between syllable type
groups. For better readability, the
12 syllable types used in this study
were grouped into three syllable
groups: simple syllable types (blue S),
syllable types containing one or more
turns (green T) and syllable types
containing one or more jumps
(orange J). Please note that for all
statistical analyses, all 12 syllable
types were used. Gray circles
represent the beginning or end of a
sequence. Numbers show the
probability to move from one state
(i.e., beginning or syllable type group)

to another state (i.e., syllable type
group or end). Arrows show the
direction of the respective transition
and arrow thickness is relative to the
probability of this transition. For
each group of mice, one diagram is
shown. Groups are: hum-F = female
Foxp2hum/hum, hum-M = male
Foxp2hum/hum, mus-F = female
Foxp2+/+, mus-M = male
Foxp2+/+
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F IGURE 6 Relative occurrence of (A) syllable type-doublets and (B) syllable type-triplets. Doublets and triplets are sorted according to

decreasing probability in the real data. Graphs are separated by groups of mice: hum-F = female Foxp2hum/hum, hum-M = male Foxp2hum/
hum, mus-F = female Foxp2+/+, mus-M = male Foxp2+/+. Solid black lines show the distribution of doublets and triplets in the observed
syllable sequences (original); dotted green and dashed yellow lines show the distribution of the respective doublets and triplets in the syllable
sequences calculated with the Probability model (PM) and the Markov model (MM), respectively
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their observation that mice fall silent after this time. While we have

also observed a reduction of vocalizations over time, our mice pro-

duced repeated bouts of vocalization along the night (see Figure S2).

Mice have been shown to change both courtship and vocal behavior

over time, likely a consequence of an increase in information gath-

ered, as well as possible changes of their internal state and/or external

circumstances over time.21,46,58,59 Recording vocalization over

extended periods of time thus likely allows to collect vocalizations

that are less biased by short-term effects. Hammerschmidt et al.44

had recorded, during 2 min, from each pair of mice on average 424 syl-

lables. Even taking into account that two mice were recorded

together, this is considerably more than we recorded in a comparable

time interval, that is, on average 17 syllables during the first 2 min of

vocalization per mouse. One possible explanation for the higher num-

ber of USV in the previous study, is the direct physical contact

between females and males, which was not possible in our setup. Ide-

ally, a setup should allow direct contact but consider vocalization of

all recorded mice, like recently shown by Sangiamo et al.59 Such a

setup would also allow to compare the effect of different recording

times and analyze a possible change of vocalization over time.

Apart from mice carrying the humanized version of the murine

Foxp2, other mouse lines with alterations, that is, disruptions or dele-

terious mutations, of the Foxp2 gene have been studied.34–39 As

homozygotes of these lines usually do not survive to adulthood, het-

erozygotes are used to analyze adult USV. The respective studies

found that such heterozygous mice (here termed Foxp2+/alt) tend to

emit shorter songs with a lower syllable rate than their wildtype litter-

mates.37–39 Interestingly, while Foxp2+/alt mice had a lower syllable

rate, we found the syllable rate rather higher in Foxp2hum/hum mice as

opposed to the wildtype. While this difference was non-significant, it

still complements very well previous results on changes in Foxp2hum/

hum mice as opposed to changes in mice heterozygous for non-

functional Foxp2 alleles: When compared to the respective wildtype

lines, Foxp2hum/hum mice often show the opposite effects to Foxp2+/alt

mice, e.g., in exploratory behavior and dopamine levels.40 Our results

thus confirm the notion that Foxp2hum/hum mice are interesting candi-

dates for the study of the evolution of human speech and language.

As opposed to the mentioned studies on the USV of adult mice

with heterozygous alterations of the Foxp2 gene, we additionally

found differences in the frequency of USV between genotypes. The

differences in frequency values between genotypes and sexes in this

study were only between 1 and 3 kHz, and thus seem quite small in

relation to the overall range of USV (from about 25 up to 145 kHz).

While an older study suggested that mice are able to discriminate fre-

quency changes of 1 kHz,60 a newer study showed a rather limited

frequency resolution in mice.61 Nevertheless, as Foxp2hum/hum mice

are an artificial creation,40 even a small difference to their wildtype lit-

termates can hint at differences in the vocal production of these

genetically engineered mice. Thus, even if they were not biologically

relevant in nature, they can still serve as an interesting model system.

Foxp2hum/hum mice showed a larger variation in the number of

songs than Foxp2+/+ mice and had both the highest and lowest song

emission rate. Results from other studies suggest that the amount of

vocalization uttered by a mouse is an individual characteristic, with

some mice being very vocal, while others hardly vocalize at all.21,29,30

Our results show that Foxp2hum/hum mice are possibly more diverse in

this characteristic. It might be worthwhile to record individuals of both

genotypes repeatedly to assess the influence of individuality on emis-

sion rate.62

The SNCA-Comparison dataset showed that neither SNCA, nor

possible other genetic background differences that could have

occurred during the backcross of another WT strain have a major

influence on the USV patterns. SNCA codes for a protein required for

synaptic activity and has been implicated in Parkinson's disease,63 but

also in other cognitive functions, such as musical performance and

perception.64,65,66 Also in birds, the corresponding gene synelfin has

been correlated with plasticity in the developing song control sys-

tem.67 SNCA could thus have been a good candidate for also being

involved in USV emission or perception in mice, but our data provide

no direct evidence for this, at least in combination with the humanized

Foxp2 allele.

4.2 | Syllable-type usage and syntax in mice with a
humanized Foxp2 gene

The syllable repertoire was similar in both genotypes, that is, all sylla-

ble types emitted by one genotype were also emitted by the other

and vice versa. Simple upwards modulated syllables were the most

frequent syllable type, which is typical for wild and laboratory

mice.30,53 The usage pattern of those syllable types, however, differed

between genotypes. Foxp2hum/hum mice used more complex jump

TABLE 7 Results of the syntax analysis, showing the comparison of the fit of the syllable-sequences generated by the Probability model (PM)
or the Markov model (MM) to the recorded syllable-sequences

female Foxp2hum/hum male Foxp2hum/hum female Foxp2+/+ male Foxp2+/+

dSUM-PM
a dSUM-MM

a dSUM-PM dSUM-MM dSUM-PM dSUM-MM dSUM-PM dSUM-MM

Doublets 0.2454 0.0426 0.3340 0.0416 0.2662 0.0445 0.2653 0.0389

Triplets 0.6919 0.5627 0.8396 0.6662 0.5973 0.4491 0.5829 0.4297

Note: Fits are given as distances between model data and real date, that is, the larger the number the worse the fit. Better fits are printed in bold.
adSUM-PM and dSUM-MM: distance between original data and those generated by the PM or MM, respectively. See Methods section Syntax analysis for

formulas.
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syllables and less simple syllables than Foxp2+/+ mice. Indeed, the

number of jumps had the strongest influence on separating the four

groups (two genotypes and two sexes).

The genotypes differed not only in the proportional usage of syllable

types but also in their sequencing within a song. Fitting to the general

usage of syllable types, Foxp2hum/hum mice showed more transitions from

and to jump syllables than Foxp2+/+ mice, including repetitions of jump

syllables. We could, however, not show a difference in the complexity of

syntax between Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice. Both genotypes

showed a sequencing of syllable types that was more complex than the

mere probability of syllable usage or a simple Markov model suggested.

These results are in concordance with previous studies analyzing

syntax of Foxp2 mutant mice: Adult mice heterozygous for deleterious

alterations of the Foxp2 gene (Foxp2+/alt) use the same syllable reper-

toire as their wildtype littermates but show quantitative differences in

the usage of these syllable types and changes in their sequencing, that

is, the syntax.37–39 Like in the general USV differences discussed

above, the differences between Foxp2hum/hum and Foxp2+/+ mice are

opposite to those between Foxp2+/alt and Foxp2+/+ mice. While the

mice carrying the humanized version of the Foxp2 gene used more

jump syllables and repeated them in higher numbers, mice carrying a

disruption or deleterious mutation of this gene used less complex syl-

lable types.37,38

It is not well understood which factors determine the probability of

uttering certain syllable types. Strain specific patterns can play a role26

as well as the type of social interaction, both within and between

females and males.21–23,45,47,59,68 Additionally, the complexity of sylla-

bles seems to play a role in mate attraction. Male mice adjust the pro-

duction of complex syllables, depending on the olfactory stimulus with

which they are confronted23 and the sex of an intruding animal.68 It has

further been suggested that complex syllables might facilitate the

attraction of females.69 Indeed, while both sexes vocalize in a mating

context, males emit more songs than females, likely to evoke their

receptivity.48 Fitting to this, the male mice in our study emitted more

complex syllables with larger frequency bandwidths than females. As

complex syllables and high syllable rates are considered more costly to

produce,70 the number of complex syllables in courtship songs could

therefore serve as a signal for a male's individual fitness.

In the current study, Foxp2hum/hum mice emitted not only more

complex syllable types with larger frequency bandwidths than

Foxp2+/+ mice, but also showed the tendency to have a higher call

rate, although this result was not significant. Vocalizing animals usu-

ally face a trade-off between the frequency bandwidth (complexity) of

their calls and the call rate, that is, the number of vocalizations pro-

duced within a certain time interval: the larger the bandwidth, the

lower the call rate. This is known from vocalizations of different spe-

cies, among them songbirds, bats, and mice,70–72 and can mainly be

explained by limitations in vocal production. The finding that

Foxp2hum/hum mice emitted more large-bandwidth, complex syllable

types at a possibly higher call rate than Foxp2+/+ mice might indicate

that the Foxp2hum gene influenced the brain circuits responsible for

the complex orofacial and laryngeal movements required during sound

production.9,10

4.3 | CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Our results suggest that the two human-specific amino acid substitu-

tions in Foxp2 do not only affect mouse pup vocalizations, but also

the USV of adult female and male mice. This complements previous

evidence on the influence of the humanized Foxp2 gene on several

neurophysiological and behavioral factors in mice: Foxp2hum/hum mice

show a higher expression of the Foxp2 protein, neuromorphological

differences and changed dopamine levels in the striatum, as well as

accelerated learning as opposed to wildtype littermates.40,42,43 Addi-

tionally, Foxp2hum/hum pups have been shown to exhibit less explor-

atory behavior and emit qualitatively different USV.40 It is still not

clear in which way Foxp2 acts on mouse USV and if it can be at all

related to the change in FoxP2 function during human evolution. It is

however interesting to notice that our results confirm the notion that

mice carrying the humanized version of the Foxp2 gene show oppo-

site changes to that of mice carrying disrupted or mutated alleles of

this gene. These combined results fit well with the vocal-learning con-

tinuum hypothesis, which suggests that the ability for vocal learning is

not a dichotomous trait but rather forms a continuum (33,73,74). This

renders the Foxp2hum/hum mouse an important model to study the evo-

lution of human speech and language. Studies to date have shown

both an influence of Foxp2 on innate pup vocalizations34,40,75 and dif-

ferent types of learning, including auditory-motor association learn-

ing.35,42,76 Adult mouse USV seems to be mainly innate,31,32 but mice

seem to depend on auditory feedback to maintain certain features of

their USV.27,33 Hence, the increased complexity in USV of mice carry-

ing the humanized version of Foxp2 found in the current study, in

combination with the accelerated learning of those mice found in pre-

vious studies suggest a possible function of Foxp2 in vocal learning in

mice. This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that in birds,

humans, and some other mammals, FoxP2 has already been connected

to vocal learning.4,6,12 As several neurophysiological processes

involved in vocalization and learning in mice overlap with respective

processes in humans,6,40,42 it might be worthwhile to explore vocal

learning patterns in Foxp2hum/hum mice.
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